Abstract -The active tailbiting segment distance for convolutional codes is introduced. Together with the earlier defined active burst distance, it describes the error correcting capability of a tailbiting code encoded by a convolutional encoder. Lower bounds on the new active distance as well as an upper bound on the ratio between tailbiting length and memory of encoder such that its minimum distance dmin equals the free distance dfree of the corresponding convolutional code are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tailbiting codes can be obtained by terminating rate R = b/c convolutional codes into block codes of length 1 c-tuples [l] .
For simplicity, we consider only binary codes. The error correcting capability of a block code is estimated via dmin. There is no description which error patterns with more than Ldmi;-l 1 errors can be corrected. In order to describe the error correcting capability of a tailbiting code beyond the minimum distance argument, we define the active tailbiting segment distance U S b s . We also give an upper bound on the length of a tailbiting code so that dmin equals dfree of the corresponding convolutional code. This is useful when analyzing concatenated coding schemes containing tailbiting encoders. == 10 00 00 01 00 00 00 00 01 00 00 00 10 00 00 00 00 00 is corrected b y a n M L decoder although the error pattern contains four channel errors which exceeds Ld"';-'] .
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Consider a tailbiting code of length 1 c-tuples with minimum distance dmin. The free tailbiting length lfree is the shortest Lsngth 1 for which dmin will remain equal to dfree of the corresponding convolutional code for all tailbiting lengths greater than or equal to Ifree. The free tailbiting length is upper-bounded by lfree I Ldfree/aJ.
Iv. ENSEMBLE PROPERTIES OF THE ACTIVE
The concept of the active distances can be generalized to timevarying convolutional encoders. 
